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Resident wins top prize for photograph
BY ALEXEI KOSEFF
FOR THE LAGUNA WOODS GLOBE

Joel Goldstein has been taking pictures since he was 9 years old, but he never imagined that he would one day win a
prize for his hobby.
He never even imagined taking part in
a photo contest. Photography has always
been something that he
has done “for my own
personal
enjoyment,”
Goldstein said.
Yet he is now one of
two winners of the 14th
Annual California Ocean
and Coastal Amateur
Photography Contest.
Goldstein
The good news came earlier this month when Goldstein found out
that his entry had been selected as the
“viewer’s choice” in an online poll.
The contest, sponsored by the California Coastal Commission, promotes conservation by featuring photographs that
highlight the importance of the ocean
and coast to California life.
Goldstein took his winning picture on a
tour of Route 1 with his wife last September. While visiting Julia Pfeiffer Burns
State Park, an oft-overlooked attraction
in Big Sur, he was struck by the “spectacular” McWay Falls and took several

Joel Goldstein’s winning photo.

shots.
“The drama of it all is the setting,” he
recalled of the waterfall, which flows directly into the ocean.
Initially, Goldstein had no idea that he

had stumbled onto photographic gold.
When a professional photographer visited the Camera Club last fall, he submitted the picture for evaluation and was
shocked to receive the highest marks.

“I nearly fell off my chair,” Goldstein
said. “My wife told me to settle down.”
He credits the Camera Club, of which
he has been a member since 2004, with
giving him the courage to submit his picture when the Coastal Commission photo
contest was announced in May.
Goldstein did not expect much, especially since it was the first photography
competition he had ever entered. He told
a few friends, who began to circulate the
link, and soon he was leading the vote.
Despite a last-minute push by the runner-up — a picture of a snowy egret in
flight — Goldstein was still ahead when
the contest closed on July 27.
That surprised him most of all.
“It made me feel like a better photographer than I thought I was,” he said.
Professional judges will announce
their picks in September, and if Goldstein
is extra lucky, he might just come out a
double winner.
In the meantime, he is looking forward
to enjoying his prize: a complimentary
stay at the Fairmont Hotel in either San
Francisco, Sonoma, San Jose or Newport Beach.
So what does Goldstein think is the secret of his success?
“Maybe being a middle-westerner
originally, I’m more taken by the ocean
than some people,” he said.

Dancers get in the swing of fun, and exercise
BY CARINE NADEL
FOR THE LAGUNA WOODS GLOBE

The Village Square Dancers of Laguna
Woods (VSD) want to invite everyone to
join in on the fun and camaraderie in their
club. President Pat Hensley says that this
low impact activity is more than just a
way to get a bit of exercise into your life.
“We are more like a family. We look forward to meeting up and sometimes having a meal together as well as enjoying the
dancing. You don’t need a partner, you
just need to want to get up and move. We
have several people in their 90s who get
out there and are part of the four square,”
Hensley said.
Victoria Valensky, a nurse practitioner
and coordinator for the pulmonary disease management program at Saddleback Memorial Medical Center in Laguna
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Carol Reynolds, Carol Nussdorf, Dottie Anick, Edith Jones, Fran Payette,
Darryl Severns and Arnie Bloemberg forming a traditional square of dancers.

Hills, says that before starting any exercise program you should be examined
and talk to your primary doctor. Valensky
says square dancing is wonderful on several levels for seniors.
“It’s a low impact aerobics activity,
which we all know is important to maintain our cardio health. Besides toning our
bodies, it also helps to lower our blood
pressure and because it’s considered a
weight-bearing exercise, it helps to slow
bone loss. With all of this in mind, it can
also help to raise our good cholesterol
and lower the bad parts for us.
“Other things that square dancing accomplishes is that for many seniors, their
families may not live close by and many
have lost their life-long partners, so joining in on a group activity such as this can
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